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Search for planets yields shockwave breakthrough
By Anne M. Stark
NEWSLINE STAFF WRITER

It started as search for planets, but has
expanded into a system that can be applied in
the fields of broadband high-resolution spec-
troscopy and the precision angular measure-
ments of stars.

The externally dispersed interferometer
(EDI) uses a small and inexpensive interferom-
eter with an external grating spectrograph for
precision Doppler velocity measurements and
high-resolution spectroscopy.

The idea started out as a 1998 Laboratory
Directed Research and Development pilot pro-
ject put together by physicist David Erskine, of
the Physics and Advanced Technologies Direc-
torate, using white-light velocity interferome-
try techniques from H Division’s two-stage gas
guns and combining it with astronomical spec-
troscopy.

The motion of a planet around a star causes
a Doppler shift in the wavelength of the light.
Light passing through the periodic fringes of an
interferometer (and then into the spectrograph)
creates a moiré pattern. The moiré pattern shifts
transversely, proportional to the Doppler veloc-
ity. Spectrograph distortions can prevent a pre-
cision measurement of the Doppler shift, but by
using the EDI, the small Doppler shifts of
expolanets can be measured.

Erskine’s group conducted bench-top test-
ing in the Laboratory and then eventually test-
ed it on starlight at the Lick Observatory in
1999. “This instrument truly helped reduce the
distortion of starlight and is much easier to
transport to any observatory,” Erskine said.

While taking a year off for a sabbatical,
Erskine worked on the theoretical  aspect of the
EDI and began to think of other applications for
the device. Soon, he realized it could be used to
boost the time resolution and stability of streak
cameras recording high-speed phenomena, such
as in shockwave physics experiments conduct-

David Erskine in front of the 10-meter-diameter South
African Large Telescope (SALT) under construction.  The
telescope designers are interested in using Erskine’s EDI
technique to boost the performance of their spectrograph.

ed at the National Ignition Facility.  The time
resolution boosting is analogous to a two-times
spectral resolution boost he and his UC Berke-
ley collaborators have recently demonstrated at
the Lick Observatory spectrograph.  

“The moiré effect is a heterodyning effect

that shifts narrow details to become broad
moire patterns,” Erskine said. “These better
survive the blurring of the spectrograph slit.”

Using his custom software, the moire pat-
terns can be analyzed to reverse the hetero-
dyning and reconstruct the spectrum.  “An
analogous thing can be done in the time
domain for NIF experiments,” Erskine said.
The spectral resolution boosting is described
in the Aug. 1, 2003 issue of Astrophysical
Journal Letters.

Working with a new LDRD that started
Oct. 1, Erskine is intent on demonstrating a ten
times resolution boosting effect, using a modi-
fied interferometer with multiple delays.  Pre-
liminary data he obtained in mid-October mea-
suring the iodine spectrum indicated an eight-
times resolution boost.  He described his data
and technique to a recent astronomy confer-
ence in South Africa where scientists there are
interested in his method to boost the performance
of a 10-meter telescope facility under construc-
tion, the Southern African Large Telescope
(SALT).

He said in addition to the Doppler planet
search, EDI applications include: 

• High-resolution spectroscopy over a broad
bandwidth with an unusually compact instrument.

• Boosting the resolution and stability per-
formance of existing spectrograph facilities, in a
simple retrofittable manner. “Like a pair of eye-
glasses,” he said, “we can inexpensively improve
the performance of any type of grating spectro-
graph if one is willing to do some post-process-
ing.”

• Exoplanet search using stellar angular posi-
tions. Precision measurement of angular differ-
ences using a long baseline interferometer that is
unusually insensitive to mechanical/optical drifts
and therefore lower in cost.

• Improved interferogram analysis software
that can accept irregular and unknown phase steps
typical of real-world measurements (mechanical
vibrations, air convections, etc.).

BRIEFLY
Engineering 2003 Holiday Card Fund 

Engineering has a long history of helping the
less fortunate in the community. This year,
employees have the opportunity to aid low-
income and homebound seniors through the Engi-
neering 2003 Holiday Card Fund. To support the
fund, simply donate the money otherwise spent
on greeting cards to other employees. The dona-
tion will be forwarded to the Senior Services Cen-
ter of Livermore, which will use the money to pur-
chase food certificates and baskets for needy
seniors. Donations may be made in cash or by
check (payable to the Senior Services Center) and
are due by Friday, Dec.12.

For more information, contact Diane Martz,
martz3@llnl.gov, 3-1981; Kim Hegman, heg-
man1@llnl.gov, 4-4866; or Debbie Leal,
leal1@llnl.gov, 2-9121.

Occupational illness resource center 
A Department of Energy–Department of

Labor Traveling Resource Center will return to
the East Bay Jan. 20-21 and March 23-24. Repre-
sentatives will be on hand to assist individuals
with claims under the Energy Employees Occu-
pational Illness Compensation Program Act.
Workers who need help filling out claim forms

may schedule appointments at the Traveling Resource
Center by calling toll-free, (866) 697-0841, or drop in
during office hours, 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., at the Four
Points Hotel by Sheraton, 5115 Hopyard Road,
Pleasanton.

The program helps DOE contractor employees
apply for state workers’ compensation benefits, if it is
determined by an independent physician’s panel that
the worker sustained an illness caused by exposure to
a toxic substance at a DOE facility. Several facilities in
the Bay Area have been designated by DOE as loca-
tions for prospective worker claims: Lawrence Berke-
ley Lab, Lawrence Livermore and Stanford’s Linear
Accelerator Center.

Meeting Maker upgrade this weekend
Meeting Maker, the LLNL standard calendaring

program, will be upgraded to version 7.5 this weekend
beginning late Friday, Nov. 21. The transition from the
current version to 7.5 is expected to be smooth and will
occur over the weekend, resulting in very little down-
time for users. All data (e.g., meetings, contacts, and
to-do lists) will be preserved during the upgrade.

This new version of Meeting Maker offers an over-
all performance improvement plus new features,
including:

• Macintosh OS X compatibility
• Improved support for Palm OS handhelds
• More reliable reconnections
The upgrade will be rolled out in an automated

fashion, with most of the process occurring behind the

scenes. Any necessary detailed instructions
for Meeting Maker users will be e-mailed to
them directly.

The Meeting Maker Upgrade Project
team tested the new version of Meeting
Maker with Lab standard software (e.g.,
Microsoft Office, Eudora and Netscape). To
date, no compatibility issues have been dis-
covered. More detailed upgrade information
is available at http://4help.llnl.gov/
mm/upgrade.html.

Open LabNet maintains the Meeting
Maker server. 4Help and local Meeting
Maker administrators support individual
accounts. Questions concerning the upgrade
may be directed to 4help@llnl.gov or call 4-
HELP(4-4357).

Self-help drill postponed
The sitewide evacuation (self-help) drill orig-

inally scheduled for the week of Nov. 17 has been
postponed. The drill is scheduled to take place the
week of Dec. 1.

The drill is designed to ensure employees at
both the Livermore site and Site 300 demonstrate
knowledge of their local evacuation and muster
procedures.  The drill will only consist of facility
evacuation, muster and reporting.  For more infor-
mation on the drill, contact Sue Broadway, 
4-3759.


